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Grounded in core Islamic values and compliant with Islamic law, the hawala system provides
a structure for remittance transfer across the worldwide Muslim community. Due to its
facility and eﬃciency, it has remained in wide use among expatriates from this community.
In the recent past, the hawala system has provided an eﬀective vehicle for money laundering
and terrorism ﬁnancing, frustrating the eﬀorts of law enforcement agencies.
The international community has a clear interest in devising an eﬀective regulatory
framework to ensure the system’s accountability and transparency. This critical imperative
requires an understanding of hawala’s important role in countries that lack conventional
banking structures.

A

rogue insurgent group in Iraq
is strapped for cash. It plans
to bomb a strategic target in a
matter of weeks, and money is
the only obstacle. American military forces
have ensured that local banking systems are
impossible to navigate. Law enforcement
agencies cast a watchful eye for the slightest
evidence of suspicion.
Not to fear, though. Thanks to an underground
network of money dealers that spans the globe, funds
are at arm’s length. The insurgent leader places a call to
al-Qa’ida relatives in Pakistan, who pass word through
a labyrinth of bank tellers in hiding. Within a few hours,
$25,000 are available. There is no paper trail.
The invisible banking system that is employed
in this scenario, known as hawala, has oﬀered the
worldwide Muslim community an eﬃcient means of
monetary transfer for over 1,000 years. With origins in
Islamic scripture, the system dates back to the Middle
Ages, and was originally designed to enable Muslim
traders to circumvent restrictions on lending in the Roman Empire. In recent times, hawala transactions have
constituted an alternative remittance system, enabling
expatriates from Muslim countries to deliver funds to
family members. However, given strict regulations on
the worldwide banking system in the aftermath of 9/11,
transnational terrorist groups such as al-Qa’ida have
found that this web of trust and honor suits their needs
A hawker in the main bazaar of Sanandaj, Kurdistan,
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very well. Criminals, terrorist ﬁnanciers, money launderers, and drug traﬃckers have all been able to accrue
substantial beneﬁts. Unregulated and evasive on the
Islamic street, the web of hawala continues to stymie
the eﬀorts of counterterrorism agencies.
Adequate surveillance of the hawala system can
provide a critical lever in an eﬀective ﬁnancial strategy
against terrorism. Thus far, the lack of a concerted approach on the part of the global community has bred
fertile ground for illicit transfers. Building a normative
framework will require a keen understanding of hawala’s
role in the Muslim community and its operational and
structural characteristics. Until legal authorities learn
which elements make hawala diﬀerent from alternative
remittance systems—for example, its Shari’a-compliant
structure—a comprehensive and eﬀective policy will
remain elusive. While Hawala’s unique characteristics
pose many challenges to law enforcement, a number of
practical regulatory measures can still be devised.

The Hawala Alternative
Remittances System

Operating Principles and Characteristics
Hawala channels transmit billions of dollars of funds
with impressive speed. According to Pakistani oﬃcials,
the system is accountable for the inﬂux of over seven billion dollars per year to Pakistan alone. As an alternative
remittances system or informal value transfer system
(IVTS), hawala has found support among a variety of
sources, including large international companies and
local community-based networks. They oﬀer numerous
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Hawala 101
The hawala system is an effective way to transfer money quickly
(and sometimes illegally).
Here’s a simpliﬁed example of how the system works:
A Pakistani living and working in New York wants to send $5,000 to his
family in Karachi.
He stops by a bank to start the transaction, but ﬁnds out that he will
have to open an account and will be charged to convert the dollars to
rupees and to send the money. He thinks he might be able to do better.
Instead, he chooses a hawala dealer who offers him a lower fee and
better exchange rate than the bank. He gives the dealer the $5,000 plus
the conversion and delivery fees.
The New York dealer contacts a dealer in Karachi and provides the
details of the transaction. Since the hawala system relies on trust, the
dealers are able to proceed with the transaction immediately.
If the Karachi dealer has the rupee equivalent of $5,000 on hand,
the New York dealer asks the sender for a password, which the sender
shares with his family.
The New York dealer gives the Karachi dealer the password, and when
the sender’s family in Karachi provides the correct password, they
receive the money and the transaction is complete.
The family does not have to pay a fee, and there is little or no paper
trail. The dealers will settle their debt later.
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services, employing couriers to deliver money and intermediaries to deliver “gifts” or payments in kind, making
quick transfers across countries that come with no cash
deliveries. The hawala system has oﬀered the equivalent
of a Western Union to poor natives of the the Islamic
world, following a model that is common in other countries: the Fei-Ch’ien in China, the Padala in the Philippines, the Hundi in India, the Hui Kuan in Hong Kong,
and the Phei Kwan in Thailand are a few examples.
Despite the existence of such systems, the hawala
system is peculiar because of its compliance with Shari’a
Islamic law. According to the Middle East and North Africa Financial Action Task Force, an intergovernmental
body formed in 1989, hawala is “an informal remittance
system that does not require transfer or identity veriﬁcation...The transfer of money is carried out through
[an] unregulated network with no physical or electronic
movement of money.”
The settlement takes place between one hawaladar
(the intermediary commander) and another (the intermediary receiver). Upon hearing from a customer who
seeks a remittance transfer, the commander phones
the ﬁnal recipient with an identiﬁcation number. The
receiver awaits the man with the number, provides cash
in local currency, and takes a premium of about two
percent. He expects a payment in kind from his partner
once funds or goods ﬂow in the reverse direction, usually within a matter of minutes1.
Herein lie the main elements of the system: trust,
oral communication, and anonymity. There is complete
secrecy in content, form, and procedure. Furthermore,
with a coding system for identiﬁcation, virtually no
physical movement of cash, and a code of honor that
quickly weeds out the disingenuous, it is no surprise
that counterterrorism agencies see hawala as a black
box. The very characteristics that account for hawala’s
success have made it an impenetrable haven for illicit
and criminal transactions.

The Islamic Nature of the Hawala System
Despite its counterparts in other countries, the hawala system is most distinguished for its origins in Is-

lamic jurisprudence. Hawala transactions are designed
to be interest-free in accordance with the principles
of Islamic banking, and they ﬁnd validation in several
sources of Islamic scripture. A ﬁqh, or decree, by Imam
Al-Khoei summarizes the conditions under which a
hawala transaction would be considered halal, or legitimate, under Islamic law:
The debtor, the creditor and the person to whom
collection is referred, should be adult and sane, and
no one should have coerced them, and they should
not be feeble-minded, that is, those who squander
their wealth. And it is also necessary that the debtor
and the creditor are not bankrupt. Of course, if the
debt is transferred to a person who is solvent, there
is no harm even if the person assigning the transfer
is bankrupt.

The system is therefore grounded in the core Islamic values of justice and trust. The hawala system was
ﬁrst devised as a form of medieval commerce to allow
transactions between South Asia and the Middle East.
Muslim merchants used it to ﬁnance long-distance
trade and facilitate value transfers without the risks
of traveling with large sums of money. Operationally,
the system was quite similar to its present form: The
merchant would deposit funds in exchange for a hundi
(bill or draft), a promissory note, and an eﬀective bill
of exchange that he would later cash at his arrival destination. The main guarantee for both parties was the
relationship of trust that they had established, a relationship that found aﬃrmation in their aﬃliation with
the same religious-ethnic community. This system took
root in many Islamic regions—including those of the
Abbasids, the Ilkhanids, the Saldjuks, the Ottomans,
and the Moghul Empire—and was used in the Indian
sub-continent for centuries thereafter.

The Hawala System and the
Criminal-Terrorist Nexus
Layering, whereby complex monetary maneuvers
are employed to confuse authorities attractive to millions of legitimate customers every year—its expediency, anonymity, and lack of bureaucracy—make it
a powerful alternative for terrorist organizations and
criminals as well.
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Criminal activities and illicit fund transfers are not
exclusive to the informal economic sector, however. To
be sure, money laundering poses a common threat to
the conventional banking system. However, there are
substantial constraints on such activity: Local ﬁnancial
intelligence units are quick to check large transfers and
note suspicious activity among regular channels.
However, hawala transactions rely entirely on
trust between partners and the guarantees of families
and communities. Formidable to monitor, control, or
regulate, they present a critical challenge to the law enforcement apparatus. Phone calls are the only form of
interaction that can possibly be traced. In most cases,
hawala dealers never keep standardized or easily retrievable data, and even if they do, great care is taken to
prevent external access.
There are many other challenges. Hawala activities often take place in secret alongside the operations
of other businesses; both general and criminal hawala
transactions are concealed amidst legitimate business
activities. In fact, many hawaladars divide their time
between regular business activities and hawala transfers, using a single bank account to minimize the operational costs of remittance transfers.
Another widely used practice is the creation of benami, or false nominee, accounts. These accounts enable
the transfer of money by way of an intermediary to the
intended receiver. Nominal account holders often assist criminal or terrorist organizations, and shield their
ﬁnancial dealings by merging them with legitimate or
unrelated business transactions. In a system with no
oversight, the identities of many account holders may
be entirely ﬁctional.
The twin revolutions in communications and technology have further compounded this problem. With
nerve centers in Pakistan, India, the Gulf States, and the
city of Dubai in particular, hawala now oﬀers individuals
the opportunity to reach street corners across the globe.
Despite these diﬃculties, law enforcement agents
are not completely helpless. Certain indicators can be
used to identify operations centers and detect potential
criminal activities, including signs of client-diﬀerenti18
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ated recordings and fee-collection systems, the absence
of data on large monetary transactions, the use of
various collection methods, the existence of frequent
transfers to companies that are involved in diﬀerent
activities, and the evidence of activities that make little
economic sense.
Even though zeroing in on illicit hawala transactions is not impossible, they remain a boon to money
launderers and terrorists. In the case of money laundering, the hawala system is conducive to each major stage
of the process: (i) placement, at which point funds exit
normal ﬁnancial channels; (ii) layering, which refers to
the complex monetary movements that aim to confuse
authorities; and (iii) integration, at which point funds
reenter the ﬁnancial system in the form of a legitimate
investment. Because they leave no paper trail, hawala
transfers are particularly useful in the layering phase:
The system’s legitimate ties with trade-intensive businesses like those of jewelry, import and export sectors,
and travel and foreign exchange services, all provide a
good cover for the critical interface between legal and
illegal channels. Hawala provides an eﬀective path for
integration for the same reason.
The implications for terrorist ﬁnancing are similarly striking. For transnational terrorist groups like
al-Qa’ida, hawala represents a signiﬁcant asset in a
highly diversiﬁed funding system. The ﬁve main funding sources for such groups are (1) donations from
charities, (2) individual contributions—whether they
are coerced or spontaneous, (3) state sponsorship, (4)
proﬁts from legitimate businesses, and (5) proﬁts from
criminal enterprises. The hawala system has bolstered
these fundraising eﬀorts by providing a secure channel for transfers between legitimate companies and
criminal enterprises.
Al-Qa’ida relied on this system even before 9/11. In
2000, over $110,000 was transferred from an exchange
house in the United Arab Emirates (UAE) to a Citibank
account in Florida, which was owned jointly by two of
the hijackers, Mohamed Atta and Marwan Al-Shehhi.
Just before the attacks, Atta and Al-Shehhi sent $15,000
to Bin Laden’s lieutenant in the UAE, who collected the
money and ﬂed. According to Douglas Farah, a journal-

ist on ﬁnance and national security for The Washington
Post, al-Qa’ida was found to have collected deposits of
money and gold in Afghani banks and moved these assets to Karachi immediately following the attacks. With
the help of the hawala system, the organization then
transferred its funds to safe destinations in the Middle
East, North Africa, and Asia.
Al-Qa’ida is not the only terrorist group to rely
consistently on the hawala system. Radical groups in
Kashmir have also beneﬁted; the series of bombings
that shook India in 1993 were funded by hawala operators in the United Kingdom, Dubai, and India.
The hawala system has also been implicated in such
criminal activities as human traﬃcking and weapons
smuggling. Its benefactors include corrupt politicians.
In India, for instance, several major corruption scandals were ﬁnanced through the hawala infrastructure.
In a 1996 bribery scandal, authorities found records
documenting the transfer of about $18 million to politicians from hawala brokers known as the Jain brothers;
in a similar case in 1995, Sukh Ram, former Communications Minister of the Indian National Congress, was
accused of and tried for corruption.
Because the hawala system can be easily used to
ﬁnance criminal and terrorist activities, governments
around the world have been anxious to monitor and
regulate it, and, in some cases, destroy it altogether.
To what extent a practicable regulatory framework
can take shape will be a decisive factor in counterterrorism strategy.

Hawala Regulation: A Normative
Framework
Most countries tend to apply blanket regulatory
regimes to all informal monetary transfers within their
borders. With a few exceptions, however, laws are
more permissive, as is currently the case with the hawala system. For instance, smaller hawala dealers are
often given more freedom of action in comparison to
their more established counterparts. Among countries
that regulate informal remittance systems, and the
hawala system in particular, the regulatory policies
vary substantially, with absolute prohibition on one
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end—hawala transactions are illegal—and more conciliatory postures on the other—considered parts of
the “gray” economy, value transfer systems are de facto
tolerated. A review of registration procedures for hawaladars alone demonstrates signiﬁcant diﬀerences
in the approach of host countries. In particular, major
discrepancies exist between the laws of hawala-recipient and hawala-remitting countries, given the latter’s
liberal foreign exchange policies, developed ﬁnancial
and banking sectors, and restrictive policies. In light of
these contrasts, how can the international community
arrive at a concerted policy approach?
Stakeholder countries are currently debating the
costs and beneﬁts of various regulatory measures. The
World Bank has laid out the following options for hawala regulation: (1) pursuing a policy of non-regulation, relying solely on self-regulation among operators;
(2) establishing special regulatory standards for the
informal sector; and (3) extending the regulations of
the formal banking sector to IVTSs with the creation of
external supervisory bodies.
It does not prefer a policy of “zero-tolerance,” although alternative remittances have been de jure illegal
in India and Japan. Until 1999, in fact, India identiﬁed
hawala as a criminal oﬀense by decree of the Foreign
Exchange Regulation Act (FERA), punishable with imprisonment for up to seven years and a ﬁne of up to
ﬁve times the amount that was exchanged in the illegal
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transaction. In 2000, the Foreign Exchange Management Act took the place of FERA, making hawala only
a civil oﬀense and substantially restricting search and
seizure powers.
Complete prohibition would raise several concerns. First, such a measure is impracticable. In some
developing countries with ineﬀective or wholly absent
banking infrastructures, these informal transfer systems constitute the only alternative. According to the
“Abu Dhabi Statement on Hawala”, the hawala system
ﬁlls a void that is created when the banking sector is
weak. After all, hawala thrives on restrictive economic
policies, distortions in payment schemes, and weak
foreign exchange systems. Moreover, many claim that
hawala empowers marginalized groups with no access
to the formal economy. It reaches geographically remote areas that are otherwise left outside the circuits of
conventional banking. Hawaladars often belong to the
same ethnic community as that of the sender and the
receiver, thereby promoting an environment of greater
proximity, ﬂexibility, and trust that is lacking among
commercial options. To bring hawala transactions to a
complete end could compel dealers to switch to even
less traceable alternatives. For example, commoditybased value transfers and other sophisticated schemes
could ﬁll the void.
To be sure, a loose approach would be even more
detrimental. Unregulated foreign exchange transactions
can negatively impact the balance between national and
foreign currencies, distorting investment ﬂux as a result. Hawala transactions are made oﬀ the books and
are never taxed; the lack of data on the ﬂow of money
frustrates public eﬀorts to devise and implement sound
macroeconomic policies. Finally, given strong and persistent bonds between international criminals, terrorist
organizations, and the hawala system, tighter scrutiny
is a security imperative for any eﬀective, sustainable
counterterrorism strategy.
If prohibition, non-regulation, and unoﬃcial
regulation all seem problematic, external regulation
may oﬀer the best alternative. An eﬀective strategy
will remain elusive unless it is designed to accord well
with hawala’s tacit rules. The hawala system, after all,
20
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is not entirely “anarchic.” An internal code of conduct,
based on values of integrity, trust, and community, has
played an important role in regulating the system for
years. Cheating among hawaladars connotes a “loss
of honor”—an “economic death sentence”—that can
often be accompanied by physical violence. Though it
would have a minimal eﬀect, the ﬁrst step in an eﬀective
regulatory framework would be to promote existing
internal mechanisms, increasing the coordination between internal self-regulation committees and external
regulatory bodies. By creating a sense of ownership for
hawala constituents, such measures can foster collaboration between authorities and locals, much needed in
the ﬁght against rogue activity.
In addition to facilitating these internal eﬀorts, a
sound strategy will require well-deﬁned rules of conduct
and independent monitoring mechanisms. Presented
in a number of international declarations, the minimum regulation standard appears to be less restrictive
than the rules that are imposed on conventional banks;
it nonetheless represents a good start. The Financial
Action Task Force (FATF)’s Special Recommendation
Six, released in October of 2002, lays out several critical
conditions for a future agreement: operator registration, compliance with public investigative eﬀorts, and
sanctions and suspensions for illicit activity.
Requirements on hawaladar licensing and registration can be transformative. A degree of ﬂexibility may
be necessary at ﬁrst, especially if countries lack the capacity to enforce requirements. Operators may simply
register with a local authority or undergo a more formal
licensing process. Regardless, subjecting all operators
to audits will lead many to apply a greater level of care
in their activities. In instances where a role in illicit affairs can be proven, license suspension or revocation
may be in order.
As proposed by the FATF, hawaladars must comply with 40 internationally accepted recommendations
on money laundering if they wish to maintain their
licenses2. Moreover, operators must be in place to cooperate with ﬁnancial intelligence units and report suspicious transactions. Local governments should conduct
awareness campaigns to educate hawaladars on sound

methods of detecting and reporting suspicious activity.
As a source of deterrence, appropriate sanctions should
be warranted in instances of non-cooperation.
The Asia Paciﬁc Group on Money Laundering reiterates several FATF recommendations and proposes a
few additional measures. For example, the “know your
customer” clause mandates that operators register the
identity of their customers—eﬀectively a prohibition
against anonymous transactions. According to the
resolution, hawala operators must retain identity and
transaction records for a minimum of ﬁve years.
Numerous countries appear to be moving in this
direction. In 2003, the Central Bank of the UAE decided
to regulate hawaladar registration, adopting a normative framework for licensing and supervision. After
soliciting applications for a free hawaladar certiﬁcate,
bank oﬃcials now interview applicants to assess character and test knowledge on UAE money laundering and
terrorism ﬁnancing laws. Upon completion of this process, successful applicants receive a certiﬁcate and are
expected to submit regular reports on their activities.
The UAE has devised a domestic regulatory framework to increase the hawala’s accountability and transparency without suﬀocating the system. If it is emulated
in other countries, a framework of this nature could
play a fundamental role in diminishing the risks that
are inherent to informal economic mechanisms.
At the same time, international eﬀorts must complement one another. As countries seek to take a more
active role in regulating hawala and similar systems, it
is important that they work in tandem. The existence
of legal loopholes and unregulated areas may facilitate
transfers between countries.
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Consistent and adaptable normative hawala policies are short-term imperatives, but countries must not
lose sight of the political and economic deﬁciencies that
have helped entrench hawala as a channel of choice for
so many Muslims. As noted earlier, many of the countries in which it has ﬂourished tend to suﬀer from weak
ﬁnancial infrastructures and judicial systems. Unless
such structural limitations receive the attention they
deserve, the hawala system will continue to elude regulators in the long-term.

Article Footnotes
1: Lisa C. Carroll, “Alternative remittance systems distinguishing sub-systems of ethnic money laundering in Interpol member countries on
the Asian continent,” Interpol (December 2002), available at http://www.interpol.int/Public/FinancialCrime/MoneyLaundering/EthnicMoney/.
Carroll explains that “Ethnic bankers have lower business overhead than banks, enabling them to oﬀer better rates of exchange than the
oﬃcial exchange rates and still proﬁt from the transaction... Hawala bankers also speculate on the natural ﬂuctuations in currency demand
to generate a return on their remittances.”
2: “The 40 Recommendations provide a complete set of counter-measures against money laundering covering the criminal justice system and
law enforcement, the ﬁnancial system and its regulation, and international co-operation. Initially developed in 1990, the Recommendations
were revised for the ﬁrst time in 1996 to take into account changes in money laundering trends and to anticipate potential future threats. More
recently, the FATF has completed a thorough review and update of the 40 Recommendations (2003).” Quote taken from FATF-GAFI, “The 40
Recommendations,” available at http://www.fatf-gaﬁ.org/document/28/0,2340,en_32250379_32236930_33658140_1_1_1_1,00.html (2008).
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